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Antimicrobial
and Antiviral
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Antimicrobial
and Antiviral
Fabrics
Delivering outstanding Antiviral protection with an ISO
certified finish for workwear fabrics.
This is a strategic move in response to marketplace needs
in a new COVID19 world where colleagues and customers
in all sectors need to be protected more than ever. This
Antiviral finish for woven fabrics is ISO 18184:2019
certified to deactivate over 99% of enveloped viruses.

Antimicrobial
and Antiviral Fabrics
How it works
The porous nature of textiles means viruses and bacteria can
be trapped within the fabric structure. Whilst being trapped
may possibly lower the risk of the viruses being transferred,
they will remain viable however, and
bacteria may also replicate within the fabric leading to
unpleasant odours amongst other things.
This Antiviral finish acts as a coating that is pressed then
baked into the fabric using specialist machines at the end of
the manufacturing process. The finish works as a barrier and
any viruses which get trapped in the fabric structure will be
deactivated and rendered harmless before they get a chance
to infect a host cell.
This treatment also kills bacteria the same way, with the
added benefit of working as a built in deodorant, as due to its
advanced technology, protects against unwanted bacteria that
can cause unpleasant odour.

The benefits
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Will provide Mitie’s clients with
protection against
cross-contamination and infection
Reduces sick leave (improving
productivity)
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Environmentally friendly approach
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Dermatologically tested
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Oeko-Tex & Bluesign approved
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EPA registered
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No impact on handle

DELIVERING
OUTSTANDING
ANTIVIRAL
PROTECTION WITH
OUR ISO CERTIFIED
FINISH FOR
WORKWEAR FABRIC
Trials were run by an independent
laboratory in the UK by using an
enveloped virus on our main scrub
suit poly-cotton fabric, Alba 2,
coated with the Sanitized® branded
treatment that harnesses the
natural antiviral and antibacterial
properties of silver.

RESULTS SHOW:
Over 99% efficient against
viruses in two hours
Over 98% efficient against
viruses after 50 washes at
60 degrees

END USES:
• Face coverings
• Medical wear
• Hospitality & retail workwear
• Heavy industry workwear
• Armed forces uniforms
• And more...
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Science of Uniform ®
When companies talk to us about their uniform, we often hear
statements made such as brand perception, and perhaps
more increasingly, wellbeing, but uniform done properly can
do so much more. It can be a powerful accelerant or catalyst
for wider corporate objectives.
Business are structured departmentally for good reason. Every
department having their own targets, KPI’s and objectives, that
work holistically to achieve the overarching corporate goal and
vision.
In companies where uniform is considered a cost; in the quest
to reduce that cost, we see uniform working antagonistically to
those departmental targets, KPI’s and objectives, and
ultimately, the overarching corporate goal and vision.
Conversely, where companies see uniform as an investment
opportunity and approach it with an investment mindset, we
see financial outcomes that exceed what many felt were
possible.
This makes understanding from the outset, the job your
uniform has to do, of the upmost importance. We call it
clarifying objectives.

A happy employee is 12% more productive
Source: Warwick University
Happiness and Productivity Study
Daniel Sgroi

Here are some examples of how uniform can help or
hinder a department achieving their goals:
If Human Resources are targeted to reduce colleague
turnover, but the drive to reduce uniform costs leads to a
reduced quality of fit, fabric, and comfort, it has a direct
impact on staff turnover:
A joint research study carried out by Murray and Coventry University revealed:

70.9% of colleagues surveyed said uniform impacts their willingness to join a company
70.5% of colleagues surveyed said uniform influences their willingness to stay with a company
If Brand and Customer Experience are targeted with
increasing consumer trust and engagement, but the
colleagues uniform is tired and disengaging:
A joint research study carried out by Murray and Coventry University revealed:

85.1% of colleagues surveyed said they would feel more confident with customers if they liked
their uniform

77.7% of colleagues surveyed said they would be more likely to ask advice and buy from
smart, happy, staff

If Procurement are tasked with reducing uniform category
spend and the focus becomes cost per piece rather than
total cost of ownership:
A uniform that lasts 18 months instead of being replaced every 12 delivers a:

22.8% cost saving across a four-year period

(Source: data taken from Murray’s existing clients)

30% reduction in your carbon and waste footprint

(Source: Procter & Gamble)

A recent engagement exercise with our clients reinforced the message to us (what’s important to them):

Our brand is important to us and how our staff look and
feel directly impacts on their engagement with our
customers.
Caroline Harris
Head of HR Services

To achieve our goals, we recognise the importance of
caring for our colleagues and have begun the process of
developing a new GoodHome uniform for new stores.
Florine Bouchez
Chief of Staffs to CEO

Price is important, but what’s more important to us is
quality.
Tony Eaglesham
Head of Lean Operations

We here at the Southern Co-Operative insist on our
colleagues looking smart.
Sam Bradshaw
Head of Commercial Support

Murrays spent time engaging with our colleagues and
reviewing the marketplace and found that we had a
consumer trust issue because of our uniform and how our
colleagues looked. So, in addition to colleague wellbeing,
and garment longevity, they were tasked with designing
and developing a uniform that also delivered increased
consumer trust and improved conversion.
Darsh Chand
Director of Stores

